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1. ABSTRACT 

This ongoing study with the topic prevention of turning accidents between vehicles and cyclists at urban 

intersections will be finished in April 2018. The study is based on two research projects concerning 

turning accidents, which were analyzed and published the last years.   

1.1. Introduction 

While the accident rate in Germany decreased constantly over the last decades, a contrary trend is 

noticeable during the past few years. Among other things, the high ratio is explicable due to the 

increasing amount of cyclists. The increased accident rate at urban intersections, which involves cyclists, 

is related by turning mistakes of vehicle drivers. For example, in Berlin nearly 50% of all cyclist 

accidents with personal damage are turning accidents. Although law regulates the right of way – turning 

cars have to give way to straight-on driving cyclists – many accidents due to this mistake happen 

continuously.  

Accidents happen even on well-planned intersections. German guidelines define preventive actious, 

complex implementation procedures and vaguely articulated measures minimize potential safety 

impacts. Bike-boxes or marked forward stop lines, bicycle lanes (on the road), local mirrors and 

receiving green traffic light earlier are some of these measures. However, most of the existing measures 

focus mainly on interactions where vehicles and cyclists had to stop at a red traffic light. By contrast, 

the most conflict happen if the vehicle driver and the cyclist pass through without stopping at a red 

traffic light (Table 1). 

Table 1: conflict involvement rate related to the phase of signalization 

vehicle driver

bicycle rider

starting to drive after 

stopping at a red 

traffic light

pass through without

 stopping

starting to drive after 

stopping at a red 

traffic light

pass through without

 stopping

conflict 

involvement rate
3.2% 29.8% 11.1% 10.4%

total number of 

situations
250 84 9 202

starting to drive after 

stopping at a red traffic light

pass through without

 stopping

 

Source: Kolrep-Rometsch et al. 2013 
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1.2. Aim and Methodology 

There are missing recommended actions to avoid conflicts without traffic related stops. One method to 

prevent accidents between turning vehicles and straight ahead driving cyclists is to separate the 

signalization in different phases. A partly aim of this study is to specify measures for these kind of 

conflicts and to focus especially on separate signalization. This has the benefit to increase also the safety 

of crossing pedestrians. Another possibility is to locate the bicycle lane on the left side of the right 

turning lane (Figure 1). Currently there are no impacts if the conflict is only displaced or if there is a 

safety advantage. Even the influence of different vehicle types and their extended turning areas are not 

jet analyzed.  

 

Figure 1: Bicylce lane between straight-on and right-turning vehicle lane 

Source: Verkehrslenkung Berlin 

It is necessary to combine on-board, infrastructure and behavior measures to reduce accidents and 

achieve the vision zero target. An analysis due to the current technical equipment is included in this 

study. However, this technical equipment measures will have a long implementation period. Same for 

changes in behavior due to the habits of traffic participant. Nevertheless, an analysis due to the behavior 

on several bicycle lanes is included in this study to detect some effects of infrastructure measures. 

Afterwards recommendations to special designs of bicycle and vehicle infrastructure are given. 

Therefore, an additional analysis to evaluate the influence of separated lanes (mixed lanes or separate 

right turning lanes for vehicles) is necessary. One hypothesis is that the conflicts are increasing when 

there is no separate right-turning lane. This might depend on the traffic volume and will be tested with 

a conflict analysis to receive a list of criteria which surrounding conditions require which 

implementation measures. Additionally to the geometric design of lanes, the phases of signalization will 

be analyzed. This depends maybe on some criteria’s like traffic volume (vehicles and cyclists) or local 

conditions, which minimizes the visibility.  

Afterwards there should be given a set of criteria which infrastructure should be used on several 

constraints. This contains even some measures at intersections that have non-changeable infrastructure 

conditions like bridge piers. In Addition to that, all measures include the special conflict with right 

turning trucks.  
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1.3. First Results 

The influence of mixed lanes and separate right-turning lanes was analyzed. The hypotheses is, that 

conflicts are increasing when there is no separate right-turning lane because the vehicle drivers conduct 

the turning maneuvers faster to not impede the subsequent vehicles. Therefore, a behavior analysis 

within a conflict involvement rate (encounters vs. conflict situation) was completed. It´s necessary to 

compare the same conditions at these 10 intersections.  

No influence and no statistic effects can be detect after that analysis. This depends more on traffic 

volume. The existence of a separate right-turning lane increases with higher traffic volume. In addition 

to that, there is no influence which bicycle infrastructure exist (Table 2).    

Table 2: Influence of mixed lanes and seperate right-turning lanes 

bicycle 

infrastructure

signalization 

cyclists

stop line 

distance [m] vehicle lane

signalization 

vehicles

earlier 

green [s]

linked with 

pedestrians

bicycle way 

distance [m]

bicycle way 

design

obstrutive 

view other matters

right-turning 

accidents

traffic volume right-

turning cars [vph]

traffic volume 

cyclists [vph]

conflict 

involvement [iph]

bicycle path vehicles 1,0 mixed (1) 2 phases - - 0,0 marked lane - downgrade 2 122 162 18

bicycle lane vehicles 1,9 right turn (1) 2 phases - - 0,0 marked lane (trash bin) complementary signal 4 316 412 31

bicycle path vehicles 1,0 mixed (2) 2 phases - - 2,0 marked lane - Trixi mirror 12 208 438 63

bicycle path vehicles 4,0 right turn (2) add. right-turn signal - - 0,0 marked lane - - 4 522 212 23

bicycle path own signal 0,0 mixed (3) add. right-turn signal 0 no 2,0 marked red lane - Trixi mirror 4 996 104 25

bicycle path own signal 1,0 right turn (3) add. right-turn signal 3 no 1,0 marked red lane - high traffic volume 7 1112 236 55

bicycle path pedestrians 11,0 mixed (4) 2 phases 0 yes 2,5 marked red lane - downgrade 3 260 386 34

bicycle path own signal 6,0 right turn (4) 2 phases 1 yes 2,0 marked red lane (trees) complementary signal, Trixi mirror 2 708 288 83

bicycle path own signal 0,0 mixed (5) 2 phases 2 yes 0,0 marked lane - high traffic volume 1 108 414 14

bicycle path own signal 0,0 right turn (5) 2 phases 1 yes 0,0 marked lane - - 4 116 302 33  

Due to some German guidelines and some earlier researches some recommendations can be given. New 

technical equipment like the sideguard assistant or turning assistant systems existing now. However, the 

implementation period is quite long and even longer, if there are no regulations from the country or the 

EU. In addition to new technical equipment, the behavior of vehicle drivers and cyclists should be 

sensitized by public relations work. For example, the shoulder check for vehicle drivers is necessary and 

obligatory. Cyclists should know about hazardous situations like cycling on the wrong side of footpath. 

The infrastructure should be comprehensible, clear and passable. Any kind of sight disabilities (parking 

cars, trees) should be avoid. Therefore, bicycle lanes should be placed near to the vehicle lanes or bike 

boxes/ favored stop lines should be implemented. The crossings need to be clearly marked, at some 

dangerous intersections in red. The cyclists should receive the green traffic light earlier then the vehicles 

to reach the conflict are first. This guaranteed that the cyclists is in front of the vehicle and in the field 

of view. As this abstract told in the beginning, most of these recommendations are for the situation, that 

the cyclist starts driving after a red traffic light. Next results should be contain some specific measures 

due to the conflict, if cyclists passing through without stopping on a red traffic light.  

1.4. Further Steps 

 The extended view in every kind of vehicle and bicycle instrastructure is part of the study. Therefore, 

the direct view and indirectly view thorugh the mirrors will be analyzed at every new ankle and situation 

do define maybe sme existingpoints of black spots. Furthermore, the safety of straight-on bicycle lanes 

located on the left side of the right-turning lane will be analyzed. In Additon, signalisation effects 

(seperate phases) will be analyzed. This contains even, if there is an influence of traffic volume or the 

green wave for cyclists (passing through without stopping).    
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